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GOOD. CLEAN. FUN.
When it comes to making dog grooming fresh and fun, 

we’ve thought of everything.

Our products are gentle enough for all skin types, but 

tough enough for the most adventurous (and muddy!) 

Our range includes everything you might need and 

each product is developed for quality 

and effectiveness. Nothing but the 

best for your best friend!

So for dog grooming products  

you can use at home,  

Furrish is good, clean, fun.



We know and love dogs as much as you do. We know some can be sensitive souls 
and some like getting messy. And we know some who don’t like bath time!

So we’ve developed a complete range of grooming products you’ll both love to use.

Formulated for your particular pooch and designed to be gentle to both skin and 
hair, our shampoos, conditioners and colognes off er a fresh scented clean.

SHAMPOO

DETANGLING SPRAYDETANGLING SPRAYDETANGLING SPRAY

Ariel
150ml
843302

Buzz
150ml
843301

Cosmo
150ml
843303

Baby Powder
150ml
843300

SHAMPOOSHAMPOOSHAMPOOSHAMPOO

Baby 
Powder
300ml
842300

Pretty 
Pup

300ml
842301

Deep 
Clean
300ml
842303

Easy 
Peasy
300ml
842305

Nice & 
Gentle
300ml
842304

White 
Wonder
300ml
842302

Knot at all
300ml
845312

Made in the UK

Alcohol Free

Free from SLES, 
Silicones amd 

Parabens

Contains 
Natural Wheat

COLOGNECOLOGNE
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DETANGLING SPRAYDETANGLING SPRAY



Keep your Furrish Friend happy and clean in between bathtime or after messy fun in 
the park.

Our daily paw and body wipes safely remove dirt, dander, loose hair and tough pet 
odours. Enriched with moisturising conditioners to leave skin and coat healthy, shiny 
and ready for cuddles.

Keep your Furrish 
Friend’s ears 
squeaky clean by 
wiping away daily 
dirt, odour and wax 
with Furrish Ear 
Wipes.

WIPESWIPESWIPES
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Daily Paw and body wipes 
(Baby Powder) 845140   

Daily Paw and body wipes 
(Spring Water) 845141

Daily Paw and body wipes 
(Fragrance Free) 845142

Ear wipes 845143

Alcohol Free Biodegradable

Spring Water Fragrance Free





Detangling Comb 
850700

Comb with Handle 
850701

Deshedding Tool 850702

Soft Slicker (Small & Medium) 
850703/ 850704

Ball Pin Slicker (Medium)
850705

Firm Slicker (Medium & Large) 
850706 / 850707

Nail Clipper (Small & Large) 
850709 /  850710 

Bathtime Scrubber
850178

TOOLS & ACCESSORIESTOOLS & ACCESSORIES

Keep your Furrish Friend free from tangles 
and minimise shedding with regular brushing. 
Whether your precious pup requires occasional 
or regular grooming, Furrish will help keep them 
preened to perfection and always cuddle ready.
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Whether your precious pup requires occasional 
or regular grooming, Furrish will help keep them 
preened to perfection and always cuddle ready.

Detangling 
Comb

Comb with 
Handle

Deshedding 
Tool

Slicker
Brush

Ball Pin
Slicker

Nail
Clipper

Bathtime 
Scrubber





Our rechargeable cordless clipper for keeping your Furrish Friend’s 
coat trim and tidy.

Easy to use clip-on comb guides enable you to choose the perfect 
length for your dog’s coat. 

With non-heating titanium coated 1.0mm blade

High performance Li-ion battery

Equipped with 3 Stainless Steel comb guides  
(3mm, 6mm and 10mm).

CORDLESS CLIPPERCORDLESS CLIPPER

High performance Li-ion battery

Equipped with 3 Stainless Steel comb guides  
(3mm, 6mm and 10mm).

Scan this QR 
code to view a 
video on Youtube 
of the clipper in 
more detail.
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Low noise & 
low vibration

Cord & 
cordless use

Rechargeable

3 hour run time
3 hour charge time

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

Comb
Guides

Oil & 
Cleaning 

brush

USB
Charger

803320
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Our lightweight microfi bre towel is perfect for removing dirt, soaking up water and 
attracting any loose hair after your Furrish Friend’s bathtime.

This highly absorbent microfi bre towel comes with hand pockets for better control 
to allow for a quick drying process. Can also be used after a muddy walk to remove 
excess dirt or water.

MICROFIBRE TOWELMICROFIBRE TOWEL

80% POLYESTER
20% POLYAMIDE

EASILY CLEANED IN YOUR WASHING 
MACHINE AT 30 DEGREES.
 (NO BLEACH OR FABRIC SOFTENER)

Hand
Pockets

excess dirt or water.

827123



110000cc mm

3300cc mm

Hand
Pockets

Microfi bre



Long and luscious locks require a little 
more TLC when it comes to grooming but 
with the right products and care you can 
keep your dog’s coat in top condition and 
cuddle ready.

Long & Straight Coats

We have designed our Furrish product 
range to be suited to most coat types, 
here we explain the coat types:

COAT TYPES EXPLAINEDCOAT TYPES EXPLAINED

When you have a new puppy it is easy to get 
overwhelmed with the number of products on 
off er. Keep it simple and remember your puppy’s 
skin is delicate. Using the correct products will 
cleanse the coat without stripping it of its natural 
oils. Remember a dog’s skin is less acidic than 
human’s so human products are not suitable.

Puppy Coats

Some dogs have more sensitive skin than others 
and this needs particular care.  Sensitive skin can 
be caused by diff erent factors-  some breeds 
genetically have more sensitive skin where others 
are more sensitive due to environmental factors 
such as allergies or the weather.

Sensitive Coats
Some dogs have more sensitive skin than others 
and this needs particular care.  Sensitive skin can 

genetically have more sensitive skin where others 



Shedding Coats
All dog’s shed but regular grooming can help 
remove the dead hairs before they are shed 
and help prevent matts in your dog’s coat. 

Short Hair Coats
Two layers of short hair make this coat type very 
dense. Short coats are easy to maintain without 
the problem of matting, however maybe more 
prone to shedding.

Two layers of short hair make this coat type very 
dense. Short coats are easy to maintain without 
the problem of matting, however maybe more 
prone to shedding.

Curly & Wavy Coats
Two layers of short hair make this coat type very 
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